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Important numbers

- Founded: July 2010
- Recognized: August 2010
- Officially registered: October 2010
Our members

- 28 members.
- We are covering ~65% of active members in Estonian Wikipedia and 100% in Võro Wikipedia.
- 30% are not Wikipedians.
Finances

No money, no problem.
Finances: spendings

Oct 2010 – Feb 2012

- Total spending: 3480 €
- Excellent bang for the buck.
Finances: incomes

- Incomes: 3759 €
- Very big dependancy from WMF but we are working to reduce this.
Our little media empire

wikimediaeesti.wordpress.com
43 posts
6600+ views

Wikimedia Eesti
110+ followers

et.wikimedia.org
WLM
Estonian Science Photo Competition
University project

- Lecture course "Wikipedia" (2 ECTS) in University of Tartu
- There were 11+ courses in 2011/12 where students were asked to write a Wikipedia articles.
SOPA, ACTA

- We took part in public campaign against SOPA and ACTA.
- We wrote explanatory articles and give interviews to several news channels.
Wikimedia Eesti vs Estonian Tax Office

- Protecting 3rd sector's tax deductions.
- We won.
Wikipedia conference

- 30 May 2012
- A high-end event.
- Keynote speaker: J. Wales.
- Opening speech: Estonian President.
- We'll present the translation of Lawrence Lessig's "Free Culture".

Location: Estonian Information Technology College in Tallinn.
Fenno-Ugric wikicooperation

- 3 major wikis (HU, FI, EE)
- 10 minor wikis (MRJ, FIU-VRO, SME, UDM, KV, KOI, MHR, MYV, MDF, VEP)
- 15 incubated wikis
- In many small languages, WP is and will be THE ONLY ENCYCLOPEDIA. It is our responsibility to make it work.
- Seminar to plan cooperation in August 2012.
Other

• Wikipedia in Schools
• Digitization project
• Translation competition
• Wikipedia Summer Days
• QR code project
• Lot of cooperation projects
• Wikiexpeditions
• Etc.
Thank you!
Digitization project

● Our next Big Thing.

● Goal is to get all notable texts into Estonian Wikisource that are no more under copyright.

QR code project

- Tartu city
- Paide city
- Tallinn zoo
- Hopefully some museums.
Cooperation projects

- Narva-Ivangorod (together with WMRU).
- Estonian-Hungarian article competition.
- Cooperation with the Armenian Wikipedia.
- Image project with Estonian Institute.
- Cooperation with the Estonian Association for History and Philosophy of Science.